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This paper provides a simple counterexample to the standard belief that in a world economy in 
which all countries are small, strategic interactions between policymakers are trivial and thus 
cooperative and non-cooperative government policies coincide. It is well known that this holds for 
tariff policies. However, this paper demonstrates the result does not apply to fiscal policy. In 
addition, the paper analyzes how optimally coordinated fiscal policies differ from non-cooperative 
policies. It finds that, relative to optimally coordinated levels, non-cooperative government 
spending can be too high or too low, depending on the sign of a transmission effect which captures 
the overall effect countries’ actions have on each other. 

1. Introduction 

In the world economy the effect of one government’s macroeconomic policy 
often depends on the policies of other governments. When governments have 
conflicting objectives, this leads to strategic interactions among them. We 
might think, however, that these interactions disappear as countries become 
small relative to the world economy. This argument has been applied, for 
example, to tariff policy: as countries become small, the non-cooperative 
policies derived from decentralized policy making and the cooperative policies 
of a world social planner converge. This paper shows that this argument does 
not apply to government policy generally. Indeed, it presents a simple example 
in which as each country’s economy becomes small the cooperative and non- 
cooperative government policies diverge. 

The paper also analyzes how optimally coordinated (or cooperative) policies 
differ from non-cooperative policies. It finds that, relative to optimally coordi- 
nated levels, non-cooperative government spending and taxes can be either too 
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high or too low, depending on the sign of a transmission effect which captures 
the overall effect countries’ actions have on each other. 

The model is constructed to meet three requirements. First, since policy is 
analyzed across regimes, the decision rules of agents should be derived at a 
primitive enough level that they will necessarily be invariant across regimes. 
Second, the model should capture some of the intertemporal tradeoffs between 
current and future effects (loosely, ‘short-run’ and ‘long-run’ effects) arising 
from changes in the level of government spending. Third, the model should be 
tractable, in the sense that its equilibria can be explicitly calculated as 
functions of the underlying parameters. 

The simplest model that meets these requirements is a multi-country para- 
metric version of Diamond’s (1965) life-cycle growth model modified to 
include public goods. Each country’s government sets its spending and taxes in 
order to maximize the welfare of its residents. To isolate the forces behind the 
main result, I abstracted from those features that would simply complicate the 
example. In particular, I excluded distortionary taxes and externalities (except, 
of course, for the public goods - which may be thought of as a limiting type of 
externality). Also, to make it clear that this result is not driven by a time 
inconsistency problem, the governments are prohibited from taxing capital or 
issuing debt.’ The fact that such a counterexample can be constructed ,for a 
rather standard parametric case (Cobb-Douglas utility and production func- 
tions) without resorting to any of these other features serves to make the 
example more striking. 

In the paper, government policies are compared under two regimes: a 
sequential Nash equilibrium [as in Prescott and Townsend (1980)] and a 
coordinated equilibrium. To compute these equilibria, a recursive algorithm of 
Levhari and Mirman (1980) is used. The algebra involved in the calculations is 
somewhat tedious and is therefore relegated to the appendix. Since the paper 
devotes much attention to the steady-state properties of the resulting equi- 
libria, one might think that a type of steady-state game could instead be 

t It is well known that either of these render optimal policies time inconsistent [see Kydland and 
Prescott (1977,198O) and Lucas and Stokey (1983)], at least for a broad class of models which 
includes the one considered here. 

It is also true that when optimal policies are time inconsistent it is possible to obtain other, even 
more striking results. For example, one may imagine it trivial to show that cooperation is always 
preferred to non-cooperation. The line of argument is that cooperating policymakers can always 
do at least as well as if they were not cooperating simply by choosing their non-cooperative 
strategies. This simple argument is fallacious, of course, since it neglects the fact that other 
players - here, private agents - may change their strategies in such a way that the non-cooper- 
ative allocation is not an equilibrium. This is true even when private agents are small. RogolI 
(1985) shows that, in a Keynesian context, sequential coordination can lead to an outcome inferior 
to the non-cooperative outcome. Kehoe (1986) provides a simple example illustrating Rogoh’s 
point in an equilibrium context, using Fischer’s (1980) optimal tax example of time inconsistency. 
The basic idea is that sequential coordination leads to the non-commitment (time-consistent) 
solution. Non-cooperation, however, acts like partial commitment and hence improves matters. 
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defined. It is well known, however, that in general such a game does not imply 
sequentially rational decisionmaking, so the possibility is not explored here 
[see Green (1977)]. 

The logic behind the main result - that gaming problems get worse as the 
number of countries increases - is as follows. For a fixed number of countries, 
an increase in: government spending by one country directly affects that 
country’s utility by raising its consumption of public goods. By crowding out 
the world capital stock, the increased spending also indirectly affects all 
countries. As the number of countries increases, the direct effect stays constant 
while the indirect effect vanishes. This drives the result. 

The second result - that relative to the coordinated levels, the non-cooper- 
ative levels of spending can be too high or too low - is driven by the tension 
between the current and future effects on welfare of an increase in government 
spending. Since current generations benefit at the expense of future genera- 
tions, the result depends crucially on the number of such future generations 
left in the game. In particular, the longer the game is, the more likely that 
non-cooperative spending levels are too high. 

Recently a good deal of work has used game theory to examine macropolicy 
in a world economy. While this paper focuses on fiscal policy, most of the 
literature focuses on monetary policy. Hamada (1976) wrote one of the first 
papers in this area. Cooper (1985) provides references to subsequent work. 
Within this literature on monetary policy, the closest relatives to the current 
paper are Miller and Wallace (1985) and Sebastian (1985). Both of these 
papers, however, analyze the type of steady-state game referred to above. 

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the environment; 
section 3 analyzes single-country equilibrium; sections 4, 5, and 6 analyze 
two-country equilibrium; section 7 analyzes multicountry equilibrium; and 
section 8 provides the conclusion. 

2. The world economy 

Consider a one-good world economy consisting of two countries. Each 
country is populated by overlapping generations of two-period-lived con- 
sumers as well as firms and a government. The countries are identical except 
for the policy of the governments. 

At time t, country i is populated with L young consumers and L old 
consumers. Since there is no growth in population, there is no loss in 
generality if L is set equal to 1. Each consumer of country i is endowed with 
one unit of labor when young and none when old. The agent supplies this unit 
of labor inelastically and receives wages wi, out of which the agent consumes 
Yi(9 Saves si,* and pays taxes Oi,wi,, all measured in units of the time t good. 
(Notice that since labor is supplied inelastically, the tax does not distort the 
labor supply decision.) The agent can save by renting some goods to the firm 
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to be used as capital. An agent who saves s,, at t receives (1 + T~,,+~)s~, at time 
t + 1, which the agent then spends entirely on consumption when old, zi,,+r. 
Agents of country i born at time r also each receive g,, units of government 
services over their lifetime. 

Consumers of country i are assumed to value their individual consumption 
stream ( yi,, zi. ,+ t, gi,) according to 

Confronted with prices ( wi,, ri, ,+l ) and a tax rate ei, on wages and provided 
with government services gi,, a consumer in country i solves this problem: 

maxlnyi,f61nzi,,+l +hlng,,, 
( sit 1 

(1) 

subject to 

‘i,f+l= C1 + ri.t+l)Sir, 

Yit, ‘i.f+I > O. 

Notice that consumers are free to choose the level of private consumption 
(yi,, zi, ,+r) they desire (subject, of course, to their budget constraint), but they 
are not free to choose the level of consumption of public services gi,. Here gi, 
is the flow of services from a public good supplied by country i that benefits 
onfy country i residents. The government is assumed to transform units of the 
private good into units of the public good at a one-to-one rate. The assump- 
tion that consumers benefit from government services only when young 
simplifies computations and has no qualitative effect on the results. 

Solving (1) for sir yields the optimal savings policy: 

sir = s(i - ei,)wi,/(i + 6). (2) 

The firm in country i rents Ki, units of the one good from young savers at 
time t - 1 for a promise to pay (1 + ri,)Ki, units of goods at t. The firm also 
rents labor L: at time f for current pay of wi,LF. The firm then combines the 
capital and labor to produce a total output, inclusive of undepreciated capital, 
of K,T(LE)‘-“. The firm solves this problem: 

max 
I%,, Lfi’) 

K{( Lz)l-=- wi,LF- (1 + ri,)Ki,. (3) 
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The first-order conditions for the firm in per-capita form are 

ak;-l = 1 + ri,, 

(1 - a)/?; = Wi,, (5) 

where ki, = K,.,/LF. Later analyses will be helped by defining functions r( .) 
and w(e) by 1 + r(k) = akuA1 and w(k) = (1 - a)kU. 

The government of country i collects taxes Oi,wi, from its young residents at 
t which it uses to finance government spending gi, yielding this budget 
constraint: 

git = Oitwir. 

A Jiscal policy of government i can be completely described by sequences of 
government spending and tax rates { gi,, Oil} that satisfy (6). Notice that the 
model does- not include bonds. Thus, the government’s budget constraint is 
always balanced, and consumers save by renting capital to firms. This assump- 
tion, together with the functional form assumptions for the utility and produc- 
tion functions, will ensure the existence of closed form decision rules for 
private agents and, in later analysis, for the government. This will permit an 
explicit and complete characterization of the resulting equilibria as a function 
of the parameters of these functions.* 

3. Equilibrium in a closed economy 

For comparison with later results, a study of the behavior of a closed 
economy equilibrium in country i will be useful. In a closed economy 
equilibrium, three markets operate in country i at period f: a financial market, 
a goods market, and a labor market. In the financial market, time f goods are 
exchanged for claims to time t + 1 goods. The young in country i supply sir 
while firms demand ki, ,+ i. Equilibrium requires 

Sit=ki,t+l, (7) 

for each r. Clearly, equilibrium in the financial market implies equilibrium in 
the current goods market. Equilibrium in the labor market requires LF = 1 for 
each t. 

‘These functional forms are some of the few that, like the quadratic functional forms, give 
closed form decision rules. Because of this, many analyses have used them. In non-strategic 
settings, they have been used by Radner (1966), Brock and Mirman (1972), Long and Plosser 
(1983), and others; in a strategic setting, they have been used by Levhari and Mirman (1980). 
Much of the algebra in later sections of the current paper parallels that in these papers, especially 
that in Levhari and Mirman (1980). 
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Fig. 1. The steady state in a closed economy: Capital stock vs. the tax rate. 

A closed economy equilibrium for country i is a sequence of prices { wi,, ri,}, 
allocations {sir, k,,}, and a fiscal policy {g,,, Oil} such that sic solves the 
consumer’s problem, ki, solves the firm’s problem, sic and ki, satisfy financial 
market clearing (7) and at these prices { gi,, 19;,} satisfies the government 
budget constraint (6). Note that, given xi, and Oi, and prices wi,, ri,,+i, we can 
determine y,, and zi,,+i from the budget constraints in (1). 

The state of rhe economy at I can be summarized by the capital stock 
inherited from the previous period, ki,. Substituting the expression for wages 
in (5) into (2) and using the financial market equilibrium condition (7) yields 
the equilibrium law of motion for capital, namely, 

ki.r+l = h(kit, ei,>, (8) 
where 

h(ki,,ei,)=6(1+6)-‘(&a)(1 -ei,)k;. 

Consider the steady-state properties of this system. A steady state of a 
closed economy equilibrium in country i is a pair (ei, ki) such that k, is the 
steady-state capital stock corresponding to a constant tax rate ei; that is, given 
Bi, ki solves ki= h(k,, 0,). For our example we can explicitly solve for the 
steady-state capital stock as a function of the tax rate: 

ki= k(ei) =A(1 -ei)“(‘-“), 

where 

A= [6(1+S)-‘(1-a)]““-=‘, 

(9) 

which is a positive constant. By construction, for each tax rate there is a 
unique steady-state capital stock. Inspection of the law of motion of capital 
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Fig. 2. The steady state in a closed economy: Government revenues vs. the tax rate. 

reveals that the model possesses a simple turnpike property: given a constant 
tax sequence, Oil the capital stock converges (at an exponential rate) to the 
steady-state capital stock k(ei). Thus, for each tax rate there is a unique, 
globally stable steady state. 

Figs. 1 and 2 characterize the steady state graphically. The steady-state 
capital stock varies with the tax rate as in fig. 1.3 Government revenues are 
given by 

which for the example can be written 

T(ej) = (I - +i*e;(l - eJa/(l-a). 

Revenues vary with the tax rate as in fig. 2.4 It is straightforward to show that, 

3The function k(B) has the properties 
k(O)=A, k(l) =o, 
k&!(e) = -A(1 -8)“‘“-“j/(1 -a), 
k@(O) = -A/(1 -a), k#(l) = 0, 

keg(O) =aA(l -,)t2a-1)‘t’-a)/(l -a) > 0, 
where 

k@(O) = ak(t’)/N and kee(O) = 6’*k(B)/M’. 

4The function T(0) has the properties 
T(0) = 0, T(1) = 0, 
T,(e) =uA’(l -e)““‘-“‘[(l-a)/cr-B/(1 -e)], 
Te(e)$o for e$1-u, 
~(0) = (1 - u)A”. 
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for a closed economy, tax revenues are maximized by setting 8 = 1 - (Y. The 
difference between the steady-state properties of this single-country equi- 
librium and those of the many-country equilibrium will help clarify some of 
the later results. 

4. Equilibrium in a two-country world 

In a world equilibrium, domestic agents can save by holding either domestic 
or foreign capital. In this integrated world economy, two world markets 
operate at f: a financial market and a current goods market. Equilibrium in 
the financial market requires 

Sl, + S2r = k 1.,+1+ k2,,+19 (10) 

for each t. This clearly implies equilibrium in the current goods market. Each 
country also has a domestic market for immobile labor. Equilibrium in these 
markets requires L: = 1 for i = 1,2 for each t. 

World capital mobility implies that the rates of return on capital are 
equalized across countries; that is, pi, = r2, = r, for each r. Since capital-labor 
ratios and wage rates are monotonic functions of the interest rate, this implies 
the equality of both capital-labor ratios and wage rates across countries; 
k,, = k,,= k, and wi,= w2,= w,. 

A world two-country equilibrium is a sequence of prices { w ,, r, }, allocations 
{S i,, s2,, k,), and a set of fiscal policies (g,,, e,,} and { g2,, 19,,} such that sir 
solves consumer i’s problem; k, solves the firm’s problem; si,, s2,, and k,+l 
satisfy world financial market equilibrium; and at these prices { gi,, et,} and 
{ gl,, e,,} satisfy the government budget constraints. 

Again, note that given s;, and f3,, and prices w, and r,+l consumption yi, 
and 'i r+l can be determined from the budget constraints in (1). The world 
equilibrium can be summarized by an equilibrium law of motion for the world 
capital-labor ratio, a sequence of tax rates for each country, optimal policy 
functions for each country’s consumers, and a government spending policy for 
each country. The state of the world economy at t can be summarized by the 
inherited world capital stock k,. Current wages and interest rates in both 
countries are given by w(k,) and r(k,). Substituting the expression for wages 
into (2) and using the financial market equilibrium condition (10) yields the 
equilibrium law of motion for capital, namely, 

k r+1 =h(k,,el,,e2,)=6(i+6)-‘(i-~)(i-e ,,,, )kp, (11) 

where e,,,, = (8i, + 0,,)/2 is the world mean tax rate at t. Notice that the law 
of motion for capital depends on individual tax rates only through their mean. 
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In fact, comparison of (11) and (8) reveals that h(k,, et,, e,,) = h(k,, e,,); that 
is, the law of motion for capital in a world economy is identical to that of a 
closed economy in which tax rates are set equal to the mean world tax rate. 
This feature arises, in part, from the fact that the utility functions in (1) are 
identical and intertemporally homothetic. 

The stare of a consumer of country i at time t can be summarized by the 
world capital stock k, together with current taxes on labor in both countries, 
t9,, and &,. The optimal policies for consumption can be expressed as a 
function of these state variables. For country 1 consumers, 

y(k,, el,, e,,> = (1 + 6)-b- a)(1 - 4,)kk 02) 
z(k,, tQ92,) = cw(1 - (~)a(1 + a)-‘(1 - O,,)k;h(k,, Ol,J,,)“-‘. 

(13) 

The current tax on labor in country 2 is a state variable for consumers in 
country 1 because it affects the next period’s capital stock which affects the 
interest rate they face. The policy functions for country 2 consumers are the 
functions in (12) and (13) with the tax rates reversed. Government spending in 
country 1 can be written 

dk,, 4,) = (1 - +%,k;- (14) 

Then, given any initial capital stocks, (ll)-(14) together with their counter- 
parts for country 2 are a set of non-linear difference equations that completely 
characterize the equilibrium for any sequence of tax rates, { ei,, e,,}. 

A steady state of the world economy is a triple {k, B,, t9,}, where k is the 
world capital stock corresponding to constant tax rates 0, and 8,. That is, 
given 8, and 8*, k solves k = h(k, et, 6,). For our example, the steady-state 
capital stock can be written as a function of both countries’ tax rates - say, 
k( el, e,), where 

k(e,, e,) =A(I - en,)l/(l-O! (15) 

Eqs. (11) and (15) make it obvious that there is a unique, globally stable steady 
state for each pair of tax rates. In particular, notice that the steady state is 
independent of the relative size of the initial capital stocks. Comparison of 
(15) and (9) reveals that k(e,, 0,) = k(B,,,); that is, the steady-state capital 
stock of the world economy is the same as that for a closed economy that sets 
its tax rate equal to the world mean tax rate. 
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k 

T where 

Fig. 3. The steady state in a two-country world: Capital stock vs. the tax rate. 

Figs. 3 and 4 characterize the world steady state graphically. The world 
capital stock varies with country l’s tax rate as in fig. 3.5 

Included in fig. 3 for comparison is a dashed line depicting how the capital 
stock would vary with the tax rate 8, if the economy were closed, k(B,) 
(which was graphed in fig. 1). Notice that a given change in country l’s tax 
rate produces a smaller change in the capital-labor ratio in a two-country 
equilibrium than it does in a closed economy equilibrium. The reason is clear: 
in a two-country equilibrium the impact of country l’s tax change on the 
world capital stock is diluted by the presence of the savings demand of 
country 2’s consumers. 

Government revenues in country 1 in an integrated world are given by 

which for the example can be written 

T(e,, e,) = (I - +i=el(i - e,)a/(? 

SThe function k(B,, e2) has the properties 
k(0,e,)=~(l-e,/2)“(‘-“), k(l.e,)=~(1/2-8,)‘~“-“‘, 

k,,(e,,e,)= -~(i-e,,)“(‘-“)/[2(1-a)], 

ke,(o, e,) = -A(1 - e,/2)“/(‘-“)/[2(1 -a!]. 

k,,(i, e,) = -A(112 - e,/2)a/(1-“‘/[2(1 - a)], 

kele,(el, e,) =aA(l -en,)“/“-“‘/[4(1 -a)] > 0. 
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where 

e; > cl;’ > 8”’ 
2 

Fig. 4. The steady state in a two-country world: Government revenues vs. the tax rate. 

Revenues to country 1 vary with its tax rate as in fig. 4.6 Clearly, country l’s 
revenues depend on the tax rate that country 2 sets. 

Since the world capital-labor ratio depends only on mean world tax rate the 
revenue country 1 generates from a given tax rate 8, is larger (smaller) in an 
integrated world than in a closed economy world if country l’s tax rate is 
higher (lower) than country 2’s tax rate. For a given country 2 tax rate 6,, 
government revenues in country 1 are maximized by setting 8, such that 
8, = 2(1 - cr)(l - 8J2). 

5. Non-cooperative fiscal policies 

In the last section, the policies of the governments were considered to be 
arbitrary; here we choose them as outcomes of a non-cooperative game. In this 
and future sections we assume that countries have infkrite sequences of 
one-period-lived governments. The assumption may be understood in two 
ways. It can be interpreted literally; that is, each government is actually an 
infinite sequence of one-period-lived governments. Alternatively, it can be 
interpreted as an intuitive way of modeling one infinitely-lived government 
that acts sequentially. 

6The function T(O~, 0,) has the properties 

T(o,e*)=o, T(1, e,) =&4”(1/2 - e*/2)a’(1-01), 

Q,(O~, 19,) =aA*(l -8,,)a’(1-a)[(1 -a)/a- 8,/(2e, -e,)], 

Te,(el,e2)$o for e,$2(1-a)(l-e2/2), 
Te,(o,e2)=(i-a)kyi-e2/2)>0, 

Te,(i,e2)=~~[(i-a)(i-e2)-1]/2~0, 

T(e,,e2)$T(el) for e,$e,. 
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Now suppose the government of country i at time r is concerned not only 
with the welfare of current consumers in i but also with the welfare of all 
future consumers in i. In particular, let this government’s objective function be 
a weighted average of the utility functions of country i consumers from 
generation t onward. Let the weight assigned to generation t + k be pk. 

Let the government of country 1 at time t take as given the current state of 
the world economy and the actions of the current government of country 2, 
and let it assume that the current actions of the consumers are determined 
according to (12) and (13). Since the objective function of this government 
depends on future welfare, we must specify both how it believes future 
customers and governments will act and how it believes the state of the 
economy wilI evolve. Let the current government of country 1 believe that 
the future actions of consumers are determined according to (12) and (13), the 
future strategies of governments 1 and 2 are Nash equilibrium strategies, and 
the state of the economy evolves according to (11). Let the government of 
country 2 at time t act symmetricalIy. 

We will define and calculate a Nash equilibrium for an infinite horizon game 
by considering a sequence of finite horizon games. The limits of the equilibria 
for the finite horizon games are defined to be equilibria for the infinite horizon 
game. Initially, let the economy start at time 0 and end at time T. There are 
several ways to end the economy, each of which wilI yield the same limiting 
policy and value functions. The most convenient way is to assume that the last 
generation, generation T, lives for only the young period of life. Obviously, for 
this last generation, consuming all net labor income when young is optimal. 

Consider a sequence of problems for the government. For brevity, call the 
government of country i at time t the government it. Let Ri,(k, 19,, 19,) denote 
the objective function of government it. For the final government of country 1, 

where 

y=(l-8,)w(k) and g=d,w(k). 

Since there are no generations after T, the objective function of the final 
government depends only on the welfare of this last generation. This feature, 
together with the fact that the last generation lives only one period, implies 
that the final government’s objective function does not depend on country 2’s 
tax rate. For all governments of country 1 at t -z T, 

where 

w, ke,) = 4dk 4, e,), ztk, 4, ed, dk, 4% 
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which is the value of the current generation’s utility given that it faces state 
variables (k, 8,, 6,) and acts optimally. V;., ,+ r (k’) denotes the discounted value 
of the utilities of country i residents from generation r + 1 to generation T, 
given inherited capital stock k’ and given that all future governments play 
their Nash equilibrium strategies. The objective function of such a government 
is just the utility of the current generation plus the discounted value of future 
generations’ utilities. The objective functions of country 2 are the same as for 
country 1 except that the subscripts are reversed and the superscripts are 
changed from 1 to 2. 

Let e,,( .) and 19,,(e), respectively, denote the strategies of governments 1 
and 2 at time t. Define a Nash equilibrium at stage r to be a pair of strategies 
{ 6,*,(o), Q,( 0)) that satisfy the conditions 

Q,( 0) solves yf” &,[ k 4, G(k)] 9 

e,:(.) solves may b[k, e,*,(k), 41. 

(16) 

07) 

If only one pair of strategies satisfies (16) and (17), then 

I/,,(k) =R,,[k,e,*,(k),e,:(k)l, 

and symmetrically for country 2. Using the above, we can define an equi- 
librium for a game starting at .T - N and ending at T: A sequential Nash 
equilibrium’ to the N-stage game is a collection of strategies { r3:,( e), @,( a)lr = 
T-N,..., T} such that, for each r, {d,*,(e), Q,(-)} satisfy (16) and (17). 

In what follows we concentrate on symmetric equilibria. A symmetric Nash 
equilibrium at stage r is a pair of policies {e:,(e), e,*,(.)} that satisfy (16) and 
(17) and 8,*,(k) = Q,(k) [ = d:(k)]. In this case, the maximized values of the 
objective functions q(k) are both equal to, say, V;*(k) = R,,[k,, d:(k), d:(k)]. 
Notice that the objective functions for the stage r game are symmetric if each 
pair of future governments follows symmetric strategies. However, these 
functions are not necessarily symmetric otherwise. 

For the parametric example, we can compute the symmetric equilibrium 
recursively by using an algorithm similar to the one Levhari and Mirman 
(1980) used. As the appendix shows, the policy and value functions to the 

‘See Prescott and Townsend (1980). Levhari and h&man (1980) use the term ‘dynamic 
Coumot-Nash equilibrium’ for a similar concept. Prescott and Townsend’s (1980) term ‘sequen- 
tial Nash equilibrium’ should not be confused with Kreps and Wilson’s (1982) term ‘sequential 
equilibrium’. 



e~-,(k)=X/[l+X+6-(9,/2)], (18) 

G-NW = 
[ 

a7j 2 (pa)j-(/3a)Ntx26 1 lnk+D,-., (19) 
j-0 

where 
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N-stage game are given by 

y= (1 -CY)S, 

?j=l+h+c& 

As the horizon tends to infinity, the Nash equilibrium strategies and the value 
functions converge to 8*(k) and F(k), respectively, 

lim Q-,(k)=O*(k)=X/[l+X+6-(q/2)], 
N-CC3 

(20) 

lim v*,-.(k) = V*(k) = [a~/(1 -/?a)]lnk+ D, 
N+CO 

(21) 

where 

4 = Y - dw(l - Pd. 

Now the pair {8(k), 13(k)} is defined to be the symmetric sequential Nash 
equilibrium for the infinite horizon game. We will compare these policy 
functions to optimally coordinated policy functions in the next section. 

In this comparison it will be important to keep track of the transmission 
effect of a policy change, that is the effect a change in one country’s tax rate 
has on the welfare of the other country. Here the sign of the transmission 
effect at stage T - N is the same as the sign of qN. To see this, consider the 
following variational question. Starting at the Nash equilibrium at stage 
T - N, how will a small increase in country 2’s tax rate affect country l’s 
payoff? That is, what is dRtr-N/at$,-N, where 
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From (12), (13), (14), (18), and (19), it is straightforward to show that 

aR:,.-dw,.-.= qdw -e,:,,+). (23) 

So, clearly, an increase in country 2’s tax rates increases country l’s welfare if 
qN is positive and decreases it if qN is negative. The term qN represents the 
sum of several effects. To investigate these, write country l’s objective function 
as 

R l,T-N(k, e;-,, 6-d = u(k,-,, e:-,, em 

+ it P-wb-N+J, G-N+JY e;-N+,,. 
J=l 

(24 

This leads to (in obvious notation) 

%7=iv aw.-.I + ;p” w,r-N = ab+ J-1 

The first term on the right side is the impact of an increase in country 2’s tax 
rate on the current generation’s welfare. The only way a current tax increase 
by country 2 affects the current generation, that of T - N, is by increasing the 
interest rate between the period T - N and T - N + 1. Since the young are net 
savers, this effect is positive. For our example, the current generation effect is 

aw.-,w4,.-,= Y/w - ei,,-,I > 0. (26) 

The terms in the summation of (25) are the cumulative effects on all future 
generations. A current tax change affects such generations through the capital 
stock. A current tax increase, for example, directly decreases next period’s 
capital stock and indirectly decreases all future capital stocks with geometri- 
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tally declining weights. For our example, 

The effect of a smaller capital stock on any future generation T-N+ J 
(except for the last one) is 

= ([ ( u, 1 - el,T-N+J I+ U,e,,.-N+J] awT-N+JmT-N+J 1 
+ {bx.+.+,1 a+-N+JmT-N+Jl. (28) 

For the example we can write this as 

a&--,+,)/ab-.+, 

= [ 4 + 6 + X)/b-,+/I - [aat1 - d/k,-,v+d 

= Wk,-,,p (29) 

The first term in (28) is a wage effect; a smaller capital stock leads to reduced 
wages and government spending and hence lower utility. The second term is 
an interest rate effect; a smaller capital stock leads to higher interest rates and 
hence higher utility, since the young are net savers. For the example the wage 
effect dominates the interest rate effect, and thus a lower capital stock reduces 
the utility of these future generations. For the last generation, the wage effect 
is simply a(1 + A)/k, and the interest rate effect is, of course, zero. Using the 
definition of 11 we can write the total effect on the last generation as 

au(.&ak,= (oL1) - &J/k,. (30) 

Using (25)-(30), we can write 

a%l--N 1 

ae2,T-N = 20 -em,,-,) 1 
u-+fi4+ WY~~ > 

_ 1 
(31) 

which, from the definition of qN, is just (23). In summary, higher taxes in 
country 2 have a positive effect on the current generation and negative effects 
on all future generations. 
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6. Coordinated fiscal policies 

In the last section, the fiscal policies of the governments were set non-coop- 
eratively. Suppose instead the governments have some way of coordinating 
fiscal policies. (Of course, the structure of underlying institutions will de- 
termine if coordination is feasible. Here we simply characterize coordinated 
policies assuming it is.) 

To solve for the optimal coordinated policy, consider a world planner who 
sets fiscal policies in both countries to maximize a world objective function. 
Suppose this world planner is actually an infinite sequence of one-period-lived 
planners. The planner of time t sets the time t fiscal policies in the two 
countries so that they maximize the average of the two time f governments’ 
objective functions. This planner takes as given the current state and assumes 
that the actions of current and future consumers are determined according to 
(12) and (13), the actions of future planners are optimal given the future state, 
and the state of the economy evolves according to (11). 

We can define and calculate the sequence of planner’s problems recursively. 
Consider the same setup as in the last section. The objective function of the 
planner of time T - N is 

RT-NM9 43 4) = [Rl,T-Nk 43 4) + R*,.-Nk 41 w2, 
where the Ri,T-N( .) are as before and the t rmN are the maximized value of 
utility given that all future planners act optimally given their future state. If 
each planner treats both countries symmetrically, then the optimal tax policy 
at stage T is 

B,(k)=X/(l+h). (32) 
For any stage before this - say, at T - N - 

f?,-,(k) =X/(1 + x + 6 - qN). (33) 
If qk(k) is defined as R,-,[k, l,-,(k), 8,-N(k)], then 

QN(k)= cq 2 (pa)j lnk+E,, [ 1 (34 
j=l 

where E, is a constant. As the horizon tends to infinity, the policy functions 
and the value functions converge to 8(k) and e(k), respectively, where 

lim 8N(k)=B(k)=X/[1+X+6-q], 
N+CG 

(35) 

lim ~T-N(k)=~(k)={~n[~~/(l-~(YP)]}lnk+E, 
N+CU 

(36) 

where E is a constant. 
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Fig. 5. Optimal tax policy in a two-country world under coordination (^) and under non-cooper- 
ation (*). Care 1: Parameter q < 4, < 0, optimal tax policies diverge. 

Comparing (18) to (23) gives 

Q-,(k) 2 i,-,(k) for qN>< 0. (37) 

Recall that 

j-1 

and that qN converges to q. Clearly, qN is monotone decreasing in N. 
Depending on parameter values, there are (neglecting equalities) three possible 
cases: 

Case 1: q < q1 < 0 
In this case the non-cooperative Nash tax rates lie everywhere above the 
coordinated tax rates and diverge from them. For a graphical representation, 
see fig. 5. 

Case2: O<q<q, 
In this case the Nash rates lie everywhere below the coordinated rates and 
converge toward them. See fig. 6. 

Case 3: q<o<q, 
In this case the Nash rates start below the coordinated rates, cross them, and 
then lie above them. The Nash rates thus converge to, then diverge from the 
coordinated rates. See fig. 7. 

To understand these results, recall that Nash players, being concerned only 
with their own objective functions, do not take into account the effects their 
actions have on other players, their transmission eficts. In contrast, a world 
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Fig. 6. Optimal tax policy in a two-country world under coordination (^) and under non-cooper- 
ation (*). Case 2: Parameter 0 < 9 < ql, optimal tax policies converge. 

planner does take account of these effects. The planner will increase an action 
relative to the Nash action if the transmission effect of that action is (globally) 
positive and decrease it if the effect is negative. 

Recalling the decomposition of effects from the previous section let us 
consider the results. First, tax rates decrease with the length of the horizon 
because the longer the horizon the larger the negative effects on future 
generations. Next, consider the various cases. I.n case 1 (when q < q1 c 0), the 
negative effects on the future generation dominate the positive effects on the 
current generation for all horizons. (Notice that even with a horizon of length 
1 there is a future one-period-lived generation.) The transmission effect is thus 
negative, and the Nash rates lie above the coordinated rates. Since the 
magnitude of the transmission effect increases with the length of the horizon, 
the Nash rates diverge from the coordinated rates. For case 2 (when 0 < q < ql), 

the reverse is true. The current generation effects dominate the future genera- 

Fig. 7. Optimal tax policy in a two-country world under coordination (^) and under non-cooper- 
ation (*). Care 3: Parameter 9 < 0 < ql, optimal tax policies converge, then diverge. 
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tion effects, so the transmission effect is positive, and the Nash rates lie below 
the coordinated rates. The magnitude of the transmission effect deceases with 
the length of the horizon, and the Nash rates converge toward the coordinated 
rates. For case 3 (when q < 0 < ql), the current generation effects initially 
outweigh the future generation effects. However, as more future generations 
are added, the future generation effects eventually dominate. The transmission 
effect is therefore initially positive, then zero, and finally negative. The Nash 
rates start below the coordinated rates, then cross them, and finally lie above 
them. 

In summary, the transmission effect is the sum of positive effects on the 
current generation and negative effects on all future generations; the more that 
the government cares about future generations and the longer the government’s 
horizon, the larger are these negative effects on future generations and the 
more likely it is that government spending and tax rates are too high in a Nash 
equilibrium. 

7. Equilibrium in a many-country world 

So far, the analysis has concentrated on a world with two countries. How 
does the analysis alter as the number of countries gets large? This section 
shows that increasing the number of countries exacerbates the gaming prob- 
lems in the sense that the non-cooperative policies diverge from the coordi- 
nated policies. 

Consider a world economy composed of I countries, each of which is 
identical to the countries described in section 2. The definition of world 
equilibrium is now the obvious generalization of the two-country case. World 
equilibrium can be summarized by an equilibrium law of motion for capital, a 
sequence of tax rates for each country, a set of optimal policy functions for 
each country’s consumers, and a government spending policy for each country. 
The equilibrium law of motion for capital is 

W,J,,,..., e,,> = 6(1 + a)-‘(1 - a)(1 - e&p, (38) 

where 

en,, = i WI 

i=l 

is the world mean tax rate at r. Comparison of (38) and (8) shows that 
h(k e,,, * * *, e,,) = h(k,, e,,,,); that is, the law of motion for capital in this 
world economy is identical to that of a closed economy in which tax rates are 
set equal to the mean world tax rate. 
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The state of a consumer in country i at time t can be summarized by the 
world capital stock together with the current taxes on labor in the I countries. 
To keep symmetry, we will write this state as (k,, 8,,, 19~,,), where 19-~, denotes 
the tax rates of all countries except country i: 

e--i,=(el,,...,ei--l,r,ei+l,,,...,el,). 

The optimal policy functions for a consumer of country i are 

(39) 

z(k,, 65, e-.i,) = 41 - (~p(i + a)-‘(1 - e,,)kph(k,, ei,,eJ? 

(40) 
The spending policy of the government of country i is 

g(k,, e,,) = (1 - ale&. (41) 

Given any initial capital stocks, (38)-(41) are a set of non-linear difference 
equations that completely characterize the equilibrium for any sequence of tax 
rates {e,,, . . . , e,,xih. 

The steady-state capital stock can be written 

k(e 1 ,..., e,) =A(I - en,)l/(l-? ’ (42) 

From (46) and (12), k( 8,, . . . , 0,) = k( O,,). The tax revenues of country i in a 
steady state can be written as r(ei, e-,), where 

T(ei,e-i> = (I -&iae,w[k(e, ,..., e,)]. (43) 

Now let ( Bei),,, denote the mean tax rate of all countries except i. Since each 
tax rate lies in a bounded set, as the number of countries gets large the mean 
tax rate for all countries except i approaches the mean tax rate for all 
countries: 

(e+).,+e,, as I-,m. 

In the limit, the mean world tax rate is independent of any one country’s tax 
rate. Because of this, graphs of this world’s capital stock and government 
revenues in figs. 8 and 9 look quite different from figs. 3 and 4. The world 
capital stock k( e,, . . . , 0,) approaches a horizontal line for large I, and 
government revenues r( ei, 8- i) approaches a straight line with a slope w [ k( en,)] 
that is independent of Oi. 
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Fig. 8. The steady state in a many-country world: Capital stock vs. the tax rate. 
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Fig. 9. The steady state in a many-country world: Government revenues vs. the tax rate. 

The analysis of non-cooperative and coordinated fiscal policy is the obvious 
generalization of the analysis in sections 5 and 6. If we let 8;-,(k; I) denote 
the symmetric Nash equilibrium to the stage N game with I players, then we 
can show 

B&,(k; I) = A/[1 + x + 6 - (q,/Ol. 
As the horizon tends to infinity, these functions converge to a limit denoted 
8*(k; I): 

lim B~-N(k;I)=8*(k;I)=X/[1+X+6-(q/I)]. 
N-r, 

(45) 

Thus t9*(k; I) is a symmetric sequential Nash equilibrium for the infinite 
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horizon game with I players. In (45) notice that, as the number of players 
increases, the sequential Nash equilibrium tax rates increase (decrease) if q is 
negative (positive). As the number of players tends to infinity, the equilibrium 
strategies for the infinite horizon game converge to 8*(k): 

lim O*(k;I)=13*(k)=X/(l+h+S). 
I-00 (46) 

For the coordinated case, let 8rmN(k; I) denote the optimal fiscal policy at 
stage T - N given I countries. Then 

8,(k;I)=X/[l+h+6-q,]. 

As the horizon tends to infinity, this optimal policy converges to &k; I): 

lim &Jk;I)=@k;I)=X/[l+X+S-q]. 
N--W 

(48) 

Notice that the cooperative fiscal policy is independent of the number of 
countries at each stage and in the limit. 

Comparison of (45) and (47) shows that the optimal fiscal policy under 
coordination is lower (higher) than the sequential Nash policy if q is negative 
(positive). The comparison also shows that, if q is negative, the ratio of the 
sequential Nash tax rates to the optimal tax rates increases as the number of 
countries increases: 

1 < e*(k;2) < e*(k;3) B*(k; I) e*(k) 
&k;2) &k;3) < *-* < d(k;I) < *‘- <B(k)- (49) 

If q is positive, the ratio decreases with the number of countries and the 
inequalities in (49) are reversed. In either case, as the number of countries 
increases the Nash rates diverge from the coordinated rates. . 

To understand these results, consider how an increase in any one country’s 
tax rates - say, country j’s - affects the welfare of each country as well as 
that of the world planner. The effect of an increase in country j’s tax rate at 
T - N on any other country i’s welfare, for i #j, is 

(50) 

This is just the many-country version of the transmission effect of the last 
section. Any increase in some country’s tax rate affects the welfare of all other 
countries’ current and future generations by reducing the world capital stock. 
The larger the number of countries, the smaller the change in the world capital 
stock and thus the smaller the transmission effect to any one country. 
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The effect of an increase in country j’s tax rate at T - N on its own welfare 
is 

+ hm - ~,nJ=iv>l* (51) 
Call the first term in brackets the direct efict; for a given level of the capital 
stock, higher taxes affect only the current generation by reducing wages and 
increasing government spending. Notice that this effect does not depend on 
the number of countries. The second term in brackets is the indirect capital 
stock e$ect; an increase in country j’s tax rate also reduces the world capital 
stock and thus affects its own current and future generations. This indirect 
capital stock effect is, of course, identical to the above transmission effect since 
a change in the world capital stock affects all countries symmetrically. 

Finally, the effect of an increase in country j’s tax rate on the planner’s 
objective function is just the sum of the above effects; that is, 

aRT-N/aej,T-N= i aK,T-N/aej.r-N 
i-l 

= [(l + 6)/(1 -ej,T-N) + '/'j,T-N] 

+%v/(1 %.T-hJ- (52) 

Now consider how the objective of a Nash player differs from that of a 
planner. On the one hand, country i acting as a Nash player chooses its tax 
policy, given other payers’ policies, to balance the direct effects on itself with 
the indirect effects on itself. As the number of countries increases, the size of 
the direct effects stays constant while that of the indirect effects diminishes. If 
q,,, is positive, these indirect effects are beneficial, and as they diminish the 
Nash tax rates increase. If qN is negative, these indirect effects are harmful, 
and as they diminish the Nash tax rates decrease. On the other hand, the 
planner chooses tax rates of, say, country i to balance the direct effects on 
country j with the sum of the indirect effects on all countries. As the number 
of countries increases, not only the direct effects stay constant; the sum of the 
indirect effects does too, so the coordinated rates do not vary with the number 
of countries. 

Now if qN is negative, the transmission effect is negative, and the Nash rates 
lie above the coordinated rates. As the number of countries increases, the 
Nash rates increase, the coordinated rates stay constant, and the Nash rates 
diverge from the coordinated rates. If qN is positive, the transmission effect is 
positive, and the Nash rates he below the coordinated rates. As the number of 
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countries increases, the Nash rates decrease, the coordinated rates stay con- 
stant, and the Nash rates again diverge from the coordinated rates. 

8. Conclusion 

In summary, this paper presents a simple example which shows that as each 
country’s economy becomes small relative to the world economy, the gaming 
problems involved in policy setting get worse. This result emerges from a 
model that abstracts from those features that give rise to time inconsistency 
problems [of the type analyzed, for example, in Rogoff (1985) and Kehoe 
(1986)]. The model also uses the most common parametric utility and produc- 
tion functions. This suggests that the intuition developed in the optimal tariff 
,literature - in which gaming problems disappear as each country’s economy 
becomes small - does not, in general, apply to other types of government 
policy. This comparison is explored further in Chari and Kehoe (1987). 

In addition, this paper shows that, because of the deleterious effect current 
high government spending has on future generations, without coordination 
there may be a tendency for government spending to be too high. In such a 
case, it would be optimal to engineer a joint contraction in the size of 
government spending. Of course, I do not mean to claim that such a joint 
contraction should necessarily be undertaken; rather, I have concentrated on a 
simple model that points out some of the forces that would lead to such a 
conclusion. In this sense, the paper can be viewed as complementary to 
standard Keynesian analyses which, because of their short-run perspective, 
tend to concentrate on forces that lead to the opposite conclusion - that 
countries should coordinate to expand government spending. 

Appendix 

This appendix computes the symmetric sequential Nash equilibrium for the 
two-country model using an algorithm similar to the one in Levhari and 
Mirman (1980). 

Consider first the stage T game. The government of country 1 solves 

ma R,,[k, 4, &-(k)] = ln[(l - 4)w(k)] + h ln[4w(k)l. 

Since the objective function for the final government of country 1 does not 
depend on the choice of the final government of country 2 and vice versa, the 
Nash equilibrium to the stage T game is trivially computed to be 

Q(k)=h/(l+X). 

Notice that for this parametric structure the Nash strategies turn out to be 
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constant across capital-labor ratios. Substituting this strategy into the objec- 
tive function gives 

vy,(k)=R,,[k,e~(k),e:.(k)] =a(l+h)lnk+D,, 

where D, is a constant that does not affect the choice of tax rates. Consider 
next the stage T - 1 game. The government of country 1 solves 

Using (12), (13), and (14), we can rewrite this as 

meax(l+6)ln[l-e,1-yln[l-(e,+ez,r_,(k))/2] +Xln8, 
L 

+cunlnk+flol(l+h)!n[l- (e1+e2,.-,(k)p)k;] +-&--r, 

where 

y = (1 - fx)6, q=l+X+a(S, 

and A,-, is an unimportant constant. The first-order condition is 

1+6 bo++Y1/2 A 
i -el + i - [e, + e2,T-l(k)]/2 = S,’ 

The first-order condition for country 2 is symmetric. The unique symmetric 
Nash equilibrium to the stage T - 1 game is 

e:_,(k)=~/[i+X+S-(q,/2)1, 
where 

41= Y + (P4((4 - aw. 

Substituting the policy function into the objective function gives 

v*,-,(k)= [a9(1+pa)-(Pa)a26]lnk+D,-,, 

where D,- r is an unimportant constant. Continuing in the same manner gives, 
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after N steps, 

e:-N(~)=A/[l+A+6-(qN/2)1, 

where 

375 

qN=Y+(ba)NqG-- c (Pa)/‘. 
j-l 

As the horizon tends to infinity, the Nash equilibrium strategies and the value 
functions converge to 8*(k) and V(*k), respectively, 

lim ~~-N(k)=8*(k)=X/[1+h+S-(q/2)], 
N-+-X 

lim VT-,(k)== P(k)= [c~q/(l-&)]lnk+D, 
N-C.2 

where 

Now the pair {B(k), B(k)} is defined to be the symmetric sequential Nash 
equilibrium for the infinite horizon game. 
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